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In this monstrously funny picture book, an inquisitive young girl with some pressing questions proves these creatures may not be so scary after all.
Tucked up in her bed, a little girl wonders about the creatures rumored to go bump in the night. But instead of pulling the covers over her head, she
comes up with a list of important questions, like: Does Frankenstein get hungry? Does Dracula floss his fangs? Does the boogeyman have boogers?
Does the thing that lives beneath my bed get lonely under there? With each inquiry, the little girl's confidence grows--proving monsters are no match
for her imagination! From debut talent John Solimine, this laugh-out-loud picture book has all the silly and gentle reassurance kids need for a good
night's sleep. "Astonishing"—The New York Times Book Review A brilliantly funny, highly illustrated story about how a little ink splot changes a
family forever. Perfect for those who love Hoot, Holes, or Frindle! The Rylance family is stuck. Dad's got writer's block. Ethan promised to illustrate a
group project at school--even though he can't draw. Sarah's still pining for a puppy. And they all miss Mom. Enter Inkling. Inkling begins life in Mr.
Rylance's sketchbook. But one night the ink of his drawings runs together--and then leaps off the page! This small burst of creativity is about to change
everything. Ethan finds him first. Inkling has absorbed a couple chapters of his math book--not good--and the story he's supposed to be illustrating for
school--also not good. But Inkling's also started drawing the pictures to go with the story--which is amazing! It's just the help Ethan was looking for!
Inkling helps the rest of the family too--for Sarah he's a puppy. And for Dad he's a spark of ideas for a new graphic novel. It's exactly what they all
want. It's not until Inkling goes missing that this family has to face the larger questions of what they--and Inkling--truly need. • A New York Times
Notable Book • A New York Public Library Best Book of the Year -- top ten selection • "A true-to-life family, some can't-put-it-down excitement, a
few deep questions, and more than a little bit of magic. This book is everything, and I loved every page." —Rebecca Stead, Newbery Medalist for
When You Reach Me The hugely popular early chapter book series re-emerges -- now in e-book! The Bailey School Kids take a field trip to a science
museum, where they meet Dr. Victor and his hulking assistant, Frank. Secrets lurk behind every door in the spooky old museum. What's Dr. Victor
doing in his hidden lab? And could Frank be Frankenstein's monster -- even though he loves to plant flowers? Newly arrived in New York City in
1910, Bella is desperate to send money home to her family in Italy, and becomes one of the hundreds of workers at the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory. But
one fateful March night, a spark ignites some cloth in the factory, resulting in a fire that will become one of the worst workplace disasters in history.
Slowly I learnt the ways of humans: how to ruin, how to hate, how to debase, how to humiliate. And at the feet of my master I learnt the highest of
human skills, the skill no other creature owns: I finally learnt how to lie.Childlike in his innocence but grotesque in form, Frankenstein's bewildered
creature is cast out into a hostile universe by his horror-struck maker. Meeting with cruelty wherever he goes, the friendless Creature, increasingly
desperate and vengeful, determines to track down his creator and strike a terrifying deal.Urgent concerns of scientific responsibility, parental neglect,
cognitive development and the nature of good and evil are embedded within this thrilling and deeply disturbing classic gothic tale.Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein, adapted for the stage by Nick Dear, premiered at the National Theatre, London, in February 2011. A compilation of selected review
essays from Erickson's DVD Savant internet column. With its riveting blend of horror and science fiction, Frankenstein has gripped the public’s
imagination since its publication in 1818. Now Sam Ita, the genius of paper engineering and art, transforms Mary Shelley’s tragic masterpiece into an
unforgettable, stunning, and accessible pop-up book. For the third time, Ita--who created the magnificent Moby Dick and 20,000 Leagues Under the
Sea pop-ups--successfully captures the rich, dark drama of his source through amazing images. The entire story unfolds almost cinematically, in a
potent mix of graphic novel panels and spectacular three-dimensional designs. The gothic building where Dr. Frankenstein carries out his sinister
experiment rises high on the pa? a scaffold, complete with a rope noose, emerges threateningly; and the misunderstood, rageful monster looms large
and menacing, ready to destroy all in his path. This is pure visual magic, and a wonderful way to experience a classic. The first novel by the Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of Trust, an exquisite and blisteringly intelligent story of a young Swedish boy, separated from his brother, who becomes a
legend and an outlaw A young Swedish immigrant finds himself penniless and alone in California. The boy travels east in search of his brother,
moving on foot against the great current of emigrants pushing west. Driven back again and again, he meets naturalists, criminals, religious fanatics,
swindlers, Indians, and lawmen, and his exploits turn him into a legend. Diaz defies the conventions of historical fiction and genre, offering a probing
look at the stereotypes that populate our past and a portrait of radical foreignness. A free verse biography of Mary Shelley, the author of Frankenstein,
featuring over 300 pages of black-and-white watercolor illustrations. From USA Today bestselling author of The Hating Game Sally Thorne comes
something a little unexpected… a historical rom-com that imagines Victor Frankenstein’s sheltered younger sister, and her attempts to create the
perfect man. For generations, every Frankenstein has found their true love and equal, unlocking lifetimes of blissful wedded adventure. Clever, pretty
(and odd) Angelika Frankenstein has run out of suitors and fears she may become the exception to this family rule. When assisting in her brother
Victor’s ground-breaking experiment to bring a reassembled man back to life, she realizes that having an agreeable gentleman convalescing in the
guest suite might be a chance to let a man get to know the real her. For the first time, Angelika embarks upon a project that is all her own. When her
handsome scientific miracle sits up on the lab table, her hopes for an instant romantic connection are thrown into disarray. Her resurrected beau (named
Will for the moment) has total amnesia and is solely focused on uncovering his true identity. Trying to ignore their heart-pounding chemistry, Angelika
reluctantly joins the investigation into his past, hoping it will bring them closer. But when a second suitor emerges to aid their quest, Angelika wonders
if she was too hasty inventing a solution. Perhaps fate is not something that can be influenced in a laboratory? Or is Will (or whatever his name is!) her
dream man, tailored for her in every way? And can he survive what was done to him in the name of science, and love? Filled with carriages,
candlesticks, and corpses, Angelika Frankenstein Makes Her Match is the spooky-season reimagining of the well-known classic that reminds us to
never judge a man by his cadaver! ‘After I finished this book I alarmed my family by going into the garden and climbing the apple tree.’ – Damian
Whitworth, The Times Michele is a successful business woman with a troubled private life. She has a high-powered job, a family, a husband, yet she is
defined by a term of possession: she is ‘Clara’s daughter’. Nameless. When Michele moves her mother into the basement, her husband slams the door
and disappears into the night. Michele increasingly hides away upstairs, as Clara weaves her conspiracies beneath.Clara’s Daughter begins in terraced
houses and city parks of North London but develops, through sharp-edged monologues and surreal visions, into a primeval stand-off between mother



and daughter. Eventually, Clara – the controlling matriarch – finds a way to release her daughter. But can Michele release herself?Meike Ziervogel is a
master of suspenseful storytelling. In Clara’s clandestine power games and Michele’s increasingly fraught dealings with both her mother and her own
highly-strung sister, Hilary, there emerges a chilling, yet poignant family tableau. Devastating in its psychological insights, Clara’s Daughter reveals
unnerving truths about relationship anxieties on many levels, which emerge not only from Ziervogel’s elegant, succinct descriptions, but build steadily
from the tense, silent spaces between the unfolding of main events. A divinely-crafted, almost cinematic novella, Clara’s Daughter is at once startling,
moving and intensely enduring. Victoria Frankenstein is a brilliant, visionary young woman. It's an age of enlightenment, a time when old orders begin
to crumble and everything seems possible. Provided of course, that you are an English-man. Women are not allowed to study medicine in England, so
Victoria travels to Bavaria to fulfil her destiny and become Dr. Frankenstein. Victoria's experiments lead her to very brink of human knowledge, the
secret of life itself. REA's MAXnotes for Mary Shelley's Frankenstein MAXnotes offer a fresh look at masterpieces of literature, presented in a lively
and interesting fashion. Written by literary experts who currently teach the subject, MAXnotes will enhance your understanding and enjoyment of the
work. MAXnotes are designed to stimulate independent thought about the literary work by raising various issues and thought-provoking ideas and
questions. MAXnotes cover the essentials of what one should know about each work, including an overall summary, character lists, an explanation and
discussion of the plot, the work's historical context, illustrations to convey the mood of the work, and a biography of the author. Each chapter is
individually summarized and analyzed, and has study questions and answers. Olivia and her twin brother, Aidan, are heading alone back to Earth
following the virus that completely wiped out the rest of their crew, and their family, in its entirety. Nathan's ship is heading in the opposite direction.
But on the journey it is attacked. Only a few survive. Their lives unexpectedly collide. Nathan and Olivia are instantly attracted to each other, deeply,
head over heels. But not everyone is pleased. Surrounded by rumours, deception, even murder, is it possible to live out a happy-ever-after...? 'Full of
nail-biting adventure, interstellar conflict and then passion...keeps us guessing to the last' Sunday Times 'Goes boldly where few YA titles have gone
before...a combination of Star Trek, Ten Things I Hate About You and a murder mystery. What's not to like?' Guardian "The novel 'Frankenstein' by
Marry Shelley is a very famous gothic novel and has sold many copies till date. It is a compelling book that has managed to grab the attention of
audiences since day-one. According to some, the monster of Frankenstein is symbolic of the industrialization that created havoc and destruction in
Europe in the nineteenth century. However, according to others, it stands for the fears in the writer's mind to changing times and new events. The novel
is often classified as gothic since it dwells on mystery and the supernatural world. The setting is that of dark, sublime and exotic, making the reader
uneasy. And, the 'double' feature only adds to the mystery and the sensation for the reader. According to some critics in the past and present, this is the
first extant scientific novel written in English language. The writing style of the author is truly remarkable and is the main highlight of this book. The
plot of the book has been well thought of and it has all the essentials that make a book a classic. It has the right dose of love, suspense, friendship and,
quintessential to this book, human psychology. The book provides the reader with an understanding on life in a totally new and refreshing manner."
Victor Frankenstein leads a charmed life. He and his twin brother, Konrad, and their beautiful cousin Elizabeth take lessons at home and spend their
spare time fencing and horseback riding. Along with their friend Henry, they have explored all the hidden passageways and secret rooms of the palatial
Frankenstein chateau. Except one. The Dark Library contains ancient tomes written in strange languages, and filled with forbidden knowledge. Their
father makes them promise never to visit the library again, but when Konrad becomes deathly ill, Victor knows he must find the book that contains the
recipe for the legendary Elixir of Life. The elixir needs only three ingredients. But impossible odds, dangerous alchemy and a bitter love triangle
threaten their quest at every turn. Victor knows he must not fail. But his success depends on how far he is willing to push the boundaries of nature,
science and love—and how much he is willing to sacrifice. In Victor Frankenstein, the Monster and the Shadows of Technology: The Frankenstein
Prophecies, Romanyshyn asks eight questions that uncover how Mary Shelley’s classic work Frankenstein haunts our world. Providing a uniquely
interdisciplinary assessment, Romanyshyn combines Jungian theory, literary criticism and mythology to explore answers to the query at the heart of
this book: who is the monster? In the first six questions, Romanyshyn explores how Victor’s story and the Monster’s tale linger today as the dark side
of Frankenstein’s quest to create a new species that would bless him as its creator. Victor and the Monster are present in the guises of climate crises,
the genocides of our "god wars," the swelling worldwide population of refugees, the loss of place in digital space, the Western obsession with eternal
youth and the eclipse of the biological body in genetic and computer technologies that are redefining what it means to be human. In the book’s final
two questions, Romanyshyn uncovers some seeds of hope in Mary Shelley’s work and explores how the Monster’s tale reframes her story as a love
story. This important book will be essential reading for academics and students of Jungian and post-Jungian theory, literature, philosophy and
psychology, psychotherapists in practice and in training, and for all who are concerned with the political, social and cultural crises we face today.
When Dr. Frankenstein's niece enters a castle in search of a vampire, she finds more than she bargained for--a paranormal romp and more love bites
than she knows what to do with! A gothic horror story that imagines what happens to Frnkenstein's monster after the death of his creator, Victor. What
becomes of a monster without its maker? At the end of Mary Shelley’s classic novel, the creator dies but his creation still lives, cursed to a life of
isolation and hatred. Frankenstein’s Monster continues the creature’s story as he’s compelled to discover his humanity, to escape the ship captain who
vowed to the dying Frankenstein to hunt him down—and to resist the woman who would destroy them all. This is a tale of passion, revenge, violence,
and madness—and the desperate search for meaning in an often meaningless world. "Frankenstein's creator lies dead in the icy grip of the Arctic, and
the monster searches for a new purpose. Just as he thinks he's found one with a group of unlikely companions, disaster strikes-and the monster is
catapulted out of Mary Shelley's novel and into the world of Hellboy. Mike Mignola's Frankenstein Underground series brings together Mignola, Scott
Allie, Ben Stenbeck, Brennan Wagner, Dan Jackson, and Clem Robins for an all-new horror adventure in the far north"-- Explore the human body
from the inside-out in this anatomical adventure book. An inspiring and timely debut novel from Lisa Williamson, The Art of Being Normal is about
two transgender friends who figure out how to navigate teen life with help from each other. David Piper has always been an outsider. His parents think
he's gay. The school bully thinks he's a freak. Only his two best friends know the real truth: David wants to be a girl. On the first day at his new school
Leo Denton has one goal: to be invisible. Attracting the attention of the most beautiful girl in his class is definitely not part of that plan. When Leo
stands up for David in a fight, an unlikely friendship forms. But things are about to get messy. Because at Eden Park School secrets have a funny habit
of not staying secret for long , and soon everyone knows that Leo used to be a girl. As David prepares to come out to his family and transition into life
as a girl and Leo wrestles with figuring out how to deal with people who try to define him through his history, they find in each other the friendship
and support they need to navigate life as transgender teens as well as the courage to decide for themselves what normal really means. In this carefully
abridged version of Mary Shelley's much loved classic, Chris Mould brings a mix of humour and verve both to his re-telling of the story, and the
illustrations which accompany it. Reissued in a new and accessible format, along with Hound of the Baskervilles, Dr Jekyll and MrHyde, and Treasure
Island, this book forms part of a vibrant and hugely collectable series. From the celebrated imagination of Dean Koontz comes a powerful reworking of
one of the classic stories of all time. If you think you know the legend, you know only half the truth. Here is the mystery, the myth, the terror, and the
magic of . . . Every city has its secrets. But none as terrible as this. He is Deucalion, a tattooed man of mysterious origin, a sleight-of-reality artist who
has traveled the centuries with a secret worse than death. He arrives in New Orleans as a serial killer stalks the streets, a killer who carefully selects his
victims for the humanity that is missing in himself. Deucalion’s path will lead him to cool, tough police detective Carson O’Connor and her devoted
partner, Michael Maddison, who are tracking the slayer but will soon discover signs of something far more terrifying: an entire race of killers who are
much more–and less–than human and, deadliest of all, their deranged, near-immortal maker: Victor Helios–once known as Frankenstein. Ten years
after the loss of his entire family to madness and death, Ernest Frankenstein finds himself compelled to return to the city of his birth, Geneva, in order
to discover if his elder brother, Victor, might still be alive. Only Victor can provide the answers to questions, which have long plagued Ernest. The
quest for answers will force Ernest to confront demons, both internal and external, from his past, which refuse to be at peace and which ultimately will



endanger both he and his new family. Hunted across Europe their only hope may lie with a French spy, Ernest's childhood friend, and a mysterious
gypsy girl whose people believe that Ernest will lead humanity to its salvation or final destruction. New York Times Bestseller "I never thought
science could be funny . . . until I read Frank Einstein. It will have kids laughing." —Jeff Kinney, Diary of a Wimpy Kid "Huge laughs and great
science—the kind of smart, funny stuff that makes Jon Scieszka a legend." —Mac Barnett, author of Battle Bunny and The Terrible Two Clever
science experiments, funny jokes, and robot hijinks await readers in the first of six books in the New York Times bestselling Frank Einstein chapter
book series from the mad scientist team of Jon Scieszka and Brian Biggs. The perfect combination to engage and entertain readers, the series features
real science facts with adventure and humor, making these books ideal for STEM education. This first installment examines the science of “matter.”
Kid-genius and inventor Frank Einstein loves figuring out how the world works by creating household contraptions that are part science, part
imagination, and definitely unusual. In the series opener, an uneventful experiment in his garage-lab, a lightning storm, and a flash of electricity bring
Frank’s inventions—the robots Klink and Klank—to life! Not exactly the ideal lab partners, the wisecracking Klink and the overly expressive Klank
nonetheless help Frank attempt to perfect his inventions.. . . until Frank’s archnemesis, T. Edison, steals Klink and Klank for his evil doomsday plan!
Integrating real science facts with wacky humor, a silly cast of characters, and science fiction, this uniquely engaging series is an irresistible chemical
reaction for middle-grade readers. With easy-to-read language and graphic illustrations on almost every page, this chapter book series is a must for
reluctant readers. The Frank Einstein series encourages middle-grade readers to question the way things work and to discover how they, too, can
experiment with science. In a starred review, Kirkus Reviews raves, “This buoyant, tongue-in-cheek celebration of the impulse to ‘keep asking
questions and finding your own answers’ fires on all cylinders,” while Publishers Weekly says that the series “proves that science can be as fun as it is
important and useful.” Read all the books in the New York Times bestselling Frank Einstein series: Frank Einstein and the Antimatter Motor (Book 1),
Frank Einstein and the Electro-Finger (Book 2), Frank Einstein and the BrainTurbo (Book 3), and Frank Einstein and the EvoBlaster Belt (Book 4).
Visit frankeinsteinbooks.com for more information. STARRED REVIEW "In the final analysis, this buoyant, tongue-in-cheek celebration of the
impulse to ‘keep asking questions and finding your own answers’ fires on all cylinders." --Booklist, starred review "Scieszka mixes science and
silliness again to great effect." —Kirkus Reviews "In refusing to take itself too seriously, it proves that science can be as fun as it is important and
useful." —Publishers Weekly "With humor, straightforward writing, tons of illustrations, and a touch of action at the end, this book is accessible and
easy to read, making it an appealing choice for reluctant readers. A solid start to the series." --School Library Journal "Kids will love Frank Einstein
because even though he is a new character he will be instantly recognizable to the readers...Jon Scieszka is one of the best writers around, and I can't
wait to see what he does with these fun and exciting characters." —Eoin Colfer, Artemis Fowl "Jon Scieszka's new series has the winning ingredients
that link his clever brilliance in story telling with his knowledge of real science, while at the same time the content combination of fiction and non
fiction appeals to the full range of the market." —Jack Gantos, Dead End in Norvelt This “thought-provoking and . . . unabashedly entertaining . . .
novel defies conventional expectations and exists, brilliantly and defiantly, on its own terms” (Sarah Lotz, New York Times Book Review). Lake
Geneva, 1816. Nineteen-year-old Mary Shelley is inspired to write a story about a scientist who creates a new life-form. In Brexit Britain, a young
transgender doctor called Ry is falling in love with Victor Stein, a celebrated professor leading the public debate around AI and carrying out some
experiments of his own in a vast underground network of tunnels. Meanwhile, Ron Lord, just divorced and living with his mom again, is set to make
his fortune launching a new generation of sex dolls. Across the Atlantic, in Phoenix, Arizona, a cryogenics facility houses dozens of bodies of men and
women who are medically and legally dead . . . but waiting to return to life. Since her astonishing debut Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit, Jeanette
Winterson has achieved worldwide acclaim as “one of the most daring and inventive writers of our time” (Elle). In Frankissstein, she shares an
audacious love story that weaves together disparate lives into an exploration of transhumanism, artificial intelligence, and queer love. Longlisted for
the Booker Prize Mary Shelley began writing Frankenstein when she was only eighteen. At once a Gothic thriller, a passionate romance, and a
cautionary tale about the dangers of science, Frankenstein tells the story of committed science student Victor Frankenstein. Obsessed with discovering
the cause of generation and life and bestowing animation upon lifeless matter, Frankenstein assembles a human being from stolen body parts but; upon
bringing it to life, he recoils in horror at the creature's hideousness. Tormented by isolation and loneliness, the once-innocent creature turns to evil and
unleashes a campaign of murderous revenge against his creator, Frankenstein.Frankenstein, an instant bestseller and an important ancestor of both the
horror and science fiction genres, not only tells a terrifying story, but also raises profound, disturbing questions about the very nature of life and the
place of humankind within the cosmos: What does it mean to be human? What responsibilities do we have to each other? How far can we go in
tampering with Nature? In our age, filled with news of organ donation genetic engineering, and bio-terrorism, these questions are more relevant than
ever. In one of the last cities standing after the world fell to monsters, best friends Zed Kagari and Brock Dunderfel have high hopes for the future. Zed
desperately wishes to join the ranks of the Mages Guild, where his status as Freestone's only half elf might finally be an asset. Brock, the roguishly
handsome son of merchants, is confident he'll be welcomed into the ranks of the Merchants Guild. But just as it seems the boys' dreams have come
true, their lives take a startling turn . . . and they find themselves members of the perilous Adventurers Guild. And when the boys uncover a conspiracy
that threatens all of Freestone, Zed, Brock, and their new allies-Liza, a fierce noble, and Jett, a brave dwarf-must prove their worth once and for all.
"The perfect mix of suspense, Princess Bride humor, and engaging characters...A dazzling adventure sure to become a classic." -- Kirkus, starred
review Also available in the series: Twilight of the Elves Night of Dangers What if...this morning, when you opened your newspaper, went online,
turned on the TV, the headline startled your memories back to childhood fears: MARY SHELLEY'S FRANKENSTEIN CREATURE FOUND...
ALIVE!What if Mary Shelley's, FRANKENSTEIN, was really a true story?BACK FROM THE DEAD: the true sequel to Frankenstein is an
assemblage of psychological drama, horror, romance, and science-fiction. The story follows the account by Sergio Carerra, the scientist who revives
the thought-to-be mythical creature from a two-hundred year arctic freeze and, with help from his psychologist wife, Sophia, brings him into the family
of man. The fantastical story the creature tells is at odds with his gothic sojourns to the 1790's through dreams and reveries; they reveal a unique
perspective on Shelley' original story, why he survived, and what happened to his mate. Present-day society takes to this formidable beast, so different
than his movie counterpart, in a wholly modern way. And his feelings and reactions to his unwanted resurrection give him hope where none existed
before. But now that he's back, there are others interested in him for reasons not so apparent, and they will do anything to get what they want. Finally,
after 200 years, we are about to learn the truth *Man Booker International Prize finalist* “Brave and ingenious.” —The New York Times “Gripping,
darkly humorous . . . profound.” —Phil Klay, bestselling author and National Book Award winner for Redeployment “Extraordinary . . . A devastating
but essential read.” —Kevin Powers, bestselling author and National Book Award finalist for The Yellow Birds From the rubble-strewn streets of U.S.-
occupied Baghdad, Hadi—a scavenger and an oddball fixture at a local café—collects human body parts and stitches them together to create a corpse.
His goal, he claims, is for the government to recognize the parts as people and to give them proper burial. But when the corpse goes missing, a wave of
eerie murders sweeps the city, and reports stream in of a horrendous-looking criminal who, though shot, cannot be killed. Hadi soon realizes he’s
created a monster, one that needs human flesh to survive—first from the guilty, and then from anyone in its path. A prizewinning novel by “Baghdad’s
new literary star” (The New York Times), Frankenstein in Baghdad captures with white-knuckle horror and black humor the surreal reality of
contemporary Iraq. Jane Eyre. Frankenstein. The Scarlet Letter. You’re familiar with these pillars of classic literature. You have seen plenty of
Frankenstein costumes, watched the film adaptations, and may even be able to rattle off a few quotes, but do you really know how to read these books?
Do you know anything about the authors who wrote them, and what the authors were trying to teach readers through their stories? Do you know how to
read them as a Christian? Taking into account your old worldview, as well as that of the author? In this beautiful cloth-over-board edition bestselling
author, literature professor, and avid reader Karen Swallow Prior will guide you through Jane Eyre. She will not only navigate you through the pitfalls
that trap readers today, but show you how to read it in light of the gospel, and to the glory of God. This edition includes a thorough introduction to the



author, context, and overview of the work (without any spoilers for first-time readers), the full original text, as well as footnotes and reflection
questions throughout to help the reader attain a fuller grasp of Jane Eyre. The full series currently includes: Heart of Darkness, Sense and Sensibility,
Jane Eyre, and Frankenstein. Make sure to keep an eye out for the next classics in the series. "We are far too easily pleased." C. S. Lewis stands as one
of the most influential Christians of the twentieth century. His commitment to the life of the mind and the life of the heart is evident in classics like the
Chronicles of Narnia and Mere Christianity—books that illustrate the unbreakable connection between rigorous thought and deep affection. With
contributions from Randy Alcorn, John Piper, Philip Ryken, Kevin Vanhoozer, David Mathis, and Douglas Wilson, this volume explores the man, his
work, and his legacy—reveling in the truth at the heart of Lewis's spiritual genius: God alone is the answer to our deepest longings and the source of
our unending joy. The Giver, the 1994 Newbery Medal winner, has become one of the most influential novels of our time. The haunting story centers
on twelve-year-old Jonas, who lives in a seemingly ideal, if colorless, world of conformity and contentment. Not until he is given his life assignment as
the Receiver of Memory does he begin to understand the dark, complex secrets behind his fragile community. This movie tie-in edition features cover
art from the movie and exclusive Q&A with members of the cast, including Taylor Swift, Brenton Thwaites and Cameron Monaghan. "If Laura Ingalls
Wilder had lived in Alaska, she might have written this novel . . ."--Kirkus Reviews It's 1934, and times are tough for Trip's family after the mill in
their small Wisconsin town closes, leaving her father unemployed. Determined to provide for his family, he moves them all to Alaska to become
pioneers as part of President Roosevelt's Palmer Colony project. Trip and her family are settling in, except her mom, who balks at the lack of
civilization. But Trip feels like she's following in Laura Ingalls Wilder's footsteps, and she hatches a plan to raise enough money for a piano to
convince her musical mother that Alaska is a wonderful and cultured home. Her sights set on the cash prize at the upcoming Palmer Colony Fair, but
can Trip grow the largest pumpkin possible--using all the love, energy, and Farmer Boy expertise she can muster?
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